Adore (a·dore) 1.to
worship or honor as a
deity or as divine 2. to
regard with loving
admiration and devotion

Admire ( ad·mire ) 1.to
marvel at 2.be pleased
by 3. respect

Abundance (
a·bun·dance ) 1. a more
than plentiful quantity of
something 2. large
amount

Adventure (ad-ven-ture)
1. a daring, hazardous
undertaking 2. an
unusual, exciting, often
suspenseful experience.

Accomplish
(ac·com·plish ) 1. to
succeed in doing or
achieving something 2.
reach point in time: to
arrive at the end of a
period of time

Accept ( ac·cept ) 1. take
something offered 2. to
reply in the affirmative to
an invitation 3. to
acknowledge that
something is true 4. to
acknowledge a fact or
truth and come to terms
with it

Acclaim (ac·claim)
1.praise somebody
lavishly 2. to praise
somebody or something
publicly with great
enthusiasm 3.to
demonstrate
enthusiastic approval by
shouting and cheering

Achieve (e-che-v) 1. to
complete some
expectation successfully
2. to obtain or reach one
set out to do

Angel (An*jel)1. a
messenger of God 2.
characterized by having
wings and a halo 3. one
that is perfect, good and
beautiful 4. one sent to
watch over and protect;
guardian

Artistry ( art·ist·ry ) 1.
the creative ability and
skill of an artist, or the
expression of this 2.
great ability and skill in
doing something

Aspire (as-pire) 1. to
seek after 2. ambitious
enthusiasm in seeking
one's goal

Autumn ( ot-em )1. the
season also known as
fall; coming between
summer and winter 2.
characterized by the
changing leaves, the
return of school and a
time of gratitude

Beauty ( beau·ty)1.
pleasing and impressive
qualities 2. the
combination of qualities
that make something
pleasing and impressive
to listen to or touch, or
especially to look at

Beautiful ( byoot-e-ful)
1. pleasingly attractive
physical appearance 2.
lovely; fine to behold 3.
delicate and favorable

Becoming ( be·com·ing)
1.attractively suitable for
somebody’s appearance
2. showing somebody to
advantage

Believe ( be·lieve ) 1. to
accept that something is
true or real 2. to have
faith in 3. accept as fact
Believe

Believe (be*lieve) 1. to
put ones trust in 2. to
accept on as fact 3. to
have faith in

Birth (burth) 1. the act
of bearing a child into
the world 2. bringing
forth offspring 3. the
beginning of anything 4.
newness of life

Birthday (birth·day) 1.
the day on which
somebody is born 2. the
day in each year that is
the anniversary of the
day somebody was born

Blessed (bles-id) 1. holy,
sacred, fortunate;
blissful 2. recipient of
goodness

Bliss (blis) 1. great
happiness 2. spiritual joy
Bliss (blis) 1. perfect
happiness 2. a state of
spiritual joy

Bright (brit) 1. shinning
with light 2. brilliant in
color or sound; vivid 3.
lively and cheerful 4.
radiating or reflection
light 5. of high
saturation or brilliance
6. smiling faces

Brothers ( broth·er ) 1.
male sibling: a boy or
man who has the same
father and mother as
another person

Calm (calm) 1. without
anxiety or strong
emotion .2 worry free

Cats (cat) 1. furry animal
that purrs and meows: a
small domesticated
mammal that has soft
fur, sharp claws, pointed
ears, and, usually, a long
furry tail. Cats are widely
kept as pets or to catch
mice

Celebrate (sel-e-brat) 1.
perform as a ritual 2. to
commemorate with
festivity 3. to do honor 4.
have a good time

Cherub (cher*eb) 1. a
type of angel
characterized as a
chubby, rose cheeked
child with wings 2. a
child with a sweet,
innocent face

Cherish (cher-ish)1. to
hold dear 2. to treasure,
adore, value and love 3.
to keep deeply in mind

Clarity ( clar·i·ty) 1.
expressed clearly 2. the
quality of being clear,
pure, or transparent

Commitment (kemitment) 1. to dedicate
oneself to something or
someone 2. duty;
promise

Conceive (con·ceive) 1.
to form an idea or
concept of something in
your mind 2. to produce
something from the mind
such as an emotion

Cornucopia (kor-nyookp-pe-a) 1. a horn
shaped basket
overflowing with a fresh
harvest 2. abundance

